The "evolutionary'" characteristics of several quadratic functions (based both on the affinities and on the reaction velocit,es), and of the entropy production per unit time, have been studied for a number of 2-variable open systems of far-from-equilibrium chemical reactions. The first and second order systems were chosen to include: straight line, loop (network), autocatalytic and disproportionate kinetic features. All of the functions examined are ciosety related in form to the entropy production though they differ qualitatively and quantitatively in the nonlinear domain, By a combination of analytical and computational methods one function, called ,/t', is seen to have the variational properties of a "~hermodynamic potential" for all of the systems, relative to their non-equilibrium stationary states. The "'homeostatic-like" stability criterion, d_.__~ <0 is also seen to hold for these systems. The function, a composite property of the system, dt may be interpreted as a "kinencally-weighted system-tree-energy" quantity, which would tend to be minimized during the evolution, in configuration and in time space, of a constrained biochemical system.
I. Introduction
Evolutionary principles have tong excited the physical and biological scientist alike.
A physical evolutionary principle much discussed in the past visa vis the development of life is the second law of thermodynamics. If the modern biophysicist need no longer be concerned about likely contradictions with biogenesis and spontaneous development of complex living systems, nevertheless as a "'variational principle" or "'potential theory" description of non-equilibrium evolutionary processes in biology, the second law by itself is of no direct use.
One such evolutionary process is the evolution of open systems of chemical reactions towards their particular non-equilibrium stationary states, whose "locations" are determined by the applicable constraints (i.e. by the fixed-outof-equilibrium concentrations of certain of the reactants and products). A major contribution to such variational and potential theory studies was Prigogine's demonstration that the entropy production per unit time, ~ (or alternatively the dissipation function, T~), had a minimum value in the non-equilibrium stationary state, provided the properties of the system were: (a) linear phenomenological laws between forces and fluxes; (b} constant coefficients in the laws; (c) Onsager relations holding for the off-diagonal coefficients El3]. Under these conditions, 2a serves as a thermodynamic potential for the pre-steady state evolution of the system, and therefore, in the words of Katchalsky and Curran, "has many characteristics in common with the great (evolutionary) principles of the 18th Century (that) served scientist,~ and philosophers as an outstanding demonstration of a mathematical structure ~f the universe" [6] . As is weil known however, the implications of these conditions, that the entire evolution of the system as well as its stationary state must lie within the near-~quilibrium domain, is severely restrictive tbr chemical reaction systems. An interesting discussion of the domain of validity of the minimum theorem has been biven by Klein [7] .
Because of the great interest in working with far-from-equilibrium ~ (i.e. "non linear") systems Glansdorff and Prigogine among others [4, 14] investigated possible extensions of these concepts to the domain of non-linear rate laws, and in so doing were able to demonstrate certain inequalities such as:
Td=~= ~ v~d,;gi<O, (I) (where the v~ and a/~ are respectively the reaction velocities and affinities).
Prigogine describes the general expression of this kind as a "universal evolution criterion", though as he points out, since the left side of equation (1) In this paper we analyze the variational and evolutionary properties of several quadratic ['unctions plus the entropy production, ,59. The analysis is carried out by both analytical and computational methods on a number of sequence-systems By this term we imply the usual restrictions that the mstantaneous values of concentrations, chemical potentials, e~c., are still definable.
